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Abstract
This paper exhibits the extension of a formal semantics of a parallel programming language,
based on high-level Petri nets, in order to cope with procedures. The solution is based on
re.nement and synchronization operations of high-level Petri nets. It inherits thus properties of
the Petri net model, in particular the coherence with elementary Petri nets on which veri.cation
techniques are based. Furthermore, the approach formalizes nicely the intuition behind procedures
and their parameters, while in the absence of procedures, our de.nition and the existing semantics
coincide. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The present paper de.nes the semantics of a parallel programming language, B(PN)2,
in terms of a compositional high-level Petri net model provided with the operation of
parameterized re.nement.
B(PN)2 (basic Petri net programming notation) is a high-level programming lan-
guage comprising in a simple syntax most traditional concepts of parallel programming.
It includes nested parallel composition, iteration, guarded commands, and communica-
tion via both handshake and bu:ered communication channels, as well as shared vari-
ables. It is de.ned in [5] together with its formal semantics in terms of Petri boxes [1]
which are equivalence classes of labeled Petri nets. Originally, B(PN)2 incorporated no
procedures, but this seemed to be an important aspect in order to augment the usability
of the language, therefore, the low level semantics was extended in [11] by a procedure
concept using Petri boxes.
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However, program semantics with Petri boxes often leads to huge nets, well de.ned
mathematically, but diDcult to understand, to represent and to grasp intuitively. This
was a motivation to introduce a high-level net domain in the box algebra. The de.-
nition of the M-net calculus (a class of colored nets) [2,4] was accompanied by the
introduction of a formal B(PN)2 semantics within this domain of high-level Petri nets
[3,4], which however did not cover procedures. M-nets are thought as the high-level
counter part of Petri boxes, in particular the two domains are related by an unfold-
ing operation of M-nets into Petri boxes, such that all composition operations in the
high-level are coherent with the corresponding low level operations.
The approaches to the procedure semantics in [8,14] extend the M-net model in such
a way that the procedure semantics can be expressed, but the price of these extensions
is the loss of the most essential algebraic properties of the model. Furthermore, the
basic elements of the original semantics from [3,4] are extended, even those which are
supposed to describe program parts outside a procedure.
The present paper results from the research motivated by the need for a more gen-
eral re.nement; it is the continuation of the classical approach to the problem: .rst
to look for a general re.nement operation exhibiting the desired algebraic properties
[6,7], and after that to apply it to a particular problem of procedure semantics in the
M-net calculus. Its short version, not including formal semantics, has been published
recently in [13].
In the sequel, we give in Section 2 a comprehensive introduction to the M-net calcu-
lus, and in particular to the re.nement and scoping operations. B(PN)2 and its syntax
is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 we explain the semantics on several signi.-
cant program examples. This allows us to give, in a very concise way in Section 6,
the formal semantics of complete B(PN)2 with procedures. We conclude brieFy in
Section 7.
2. The M-net model
We assume a set Val of values including in particular integers and a constant • (used
to represent the black token), a set Var of variables, and a set Par of parameters,
such that there is a suDciently large supply of variables and parameters, in order to
rename them whenever necessary to avoid name clashes. A (parameterized) M-net is
a quadruple N =(S; T; ; ), where as usual, S is a set of places and T is a set of
transitions, with S ∩T = ∅. The inscription function  associates:
– with every place s∈ S a label (s) and a set of values 	(s) called the type of s,
– with every transition t ∈T a label (t) and a guard 	(t),
– with every pair (s; t) and (t; s), where s∈ S and t ∈T , a multi-set of structured
annotations.
By de.nition, the label (s) is an element of {e; i; x}; if (s)= e then s is an entry
place, if (s)= i, then s is internal and if (s)= x then s is an exit place. A typical
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place inscriptions is (s)= e:{1; 2; 3}; it means that s is an entry place and may hold
tokens from the set {1; 2; 3}.
The label of a transition t can either be a multi-set of communication actions
expressing synchronization capabilities of t, or a hierarchical action informing about
a future re.nement of t. A (hierarchical or communication) action is a term of the
form A(a1; : : : ; an), where A is either a communication action symbol or a hierarchical
action symbol and the a1; : : : ; an are variables, parameters or values. We assume
that each action symbol has an arity ar, such as the n for A above, and
that there is a bijection ˆ called conjugation on communication action symbols
satisfying
∀A : (Aˆ = A) ∧ ( ˆˆA = A) ∧ (ar(Aˆ) = ar(A)):
To distinguish between communication and hierarchical action symbols, the latter will
be denoted by calligraphic upper case letters, while the .rst ones are represented by
normal upper case letters; furthermore, variables will be denoted by ordinary lower
case letters, parameters by sans serif letters. In .gures, hierarchical transitions will be
depicted by a double-square; the single-square will be used for communication tran-
sitions. For example, X(id) is a hierarchical action and Y (a; b); Yˆ (1; 2) and R(id; a)
are communication actions, where a; b, and id are variables and id is a parame-
ter. If all the arguments of an action are values, it is called elementary. The guard
	(t) is a .nite multi-set of predicates over the sets Val, Var and a set of suit-
able operators; it plays the role of an occurrence condition. A typical transition in-
scription is {Y (yi; yo); Xˆ (id; xi; xo)}:{yo= xo}, where id; xi; xo; yi and yo are
variables. A structured annotation can be a variable, a value or a more complex
construct, involving variables and values, reFecting previous re.nements in
the net.
A transition t can be .red under various “modes” represented by the set of “local
bindings”. A local binding  of t is a substitution which associates a value to each
variable appearing in the inscription of t and in the structured annotations of arcs
adjacent to t, i.e.,  : var(t)→Val. We will only consider enabling local bindings,
i.e., such that the guard of t evaluates to a multi-set of truth values, and each structured
annotation on an arc between t and a place s evaluates into a value belonging to the
type of s.
We refer to the example of N˜ in Fig. 1 for the intuition and to [6,7] for the formal
de.nition of the evaluation of structured annotations under local bindings. In particular,
a local binding  maps each variable a in ((s; t)) to a singleton set {(a)}, and each
value v in ((s; t)) to its associated singleton value {v}.
The parameters of an M-net are listed in  with their associated type; i.e.,  is a
list of typed parameters of the form id1 : set1; : : : ; idn : setn, where the id1; : : : ; idn are
pairwise distinct parameters, and the seti are sets of values, for 16i6n. Parameters
will never occur in guards or in the inscriptions of arcs, but each parameter id occurring
in the label of a transition is assumed to be listed in  with its associated type set(id).
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Fig. 1. An example of re.nement.
We will often write N (id1 : set1; : : : ; idn : setn) for an M-net N which parameters are
id1 : set1; : : : ; idn : setn. A global binding for an M-net N maps each parameter of N to
a value of its associated type.
A marking M of N is a mapping associating with every place s a multi-set M (s)
of values from 	(s). In particular, we distinguish the entry marking, Me(s), where
Me(s)= 	(s) if (s)= e and the empty multi-set otherwise, and the exit marking,
Mx(s), where Mx(s)= 	(s) if (s)= x and the empty multi-set otherwise. Given a
global binding  for the parameters of N , the behavior of N can be de.ned from a
usual transition rule for high-level Petri nets. We will say that a marking M activates
a transition t under a local binding  if for every place s, the multi-set of values
(s; t)[] is a sub-multi-set of M (s) (if there is enough tokens in the input places of t).
If M activates t under , then t may occur yielding a successor marking M ′ which is
calculated as follows for every place s,
M ′(s) = (M (s)− (s; t)[ ∪ ]) + (t; s)[ ∪ ];
where + and − denote multi-set sum and di:erence. Such an occurrence carries the
corresponding label (t)[∪ ].
The above transition rule de.nes the interleaving semantics of an M-net N which
consists in a set Seq(N ) of occurrence sequences of N . This semantics can be gen-
eralized by introducing the step sequence semantics [9], which allows any number of
transitions to occur simultaneously.
2.1. Re8nement
The re.nement N [Xi←Ni | i∈ I ] means ‘N where the Xi-labelled transitions are
re.ned into, (i.e., replaced by a copy of) Ni, for each i in the indexing set I ’.
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We illustrate the re.nement operator on some examples and refer to [6,7] for the
formal de.nition and further illustrations. Nets in .gures are simpli.ed, in particular,
we omit non-relevant transition inscriptions and set brackets for arc annotations which
are singleton sets.
In Fig. 1 we intend to re.ne the hierarchical transition t in N by net N1, i.e., to
construct the net N˜ =N [X←N1]. The hierarchical transition t is enabled by two local
bindings: 1 = (id→ 1) and 2 = (id→ 2) which can be understood as ‘modes’ under
which the re.ning net N1 is executed. Once (if ever) N1 has reached its exit marking,
the execution of N is supposed to be continued in the state (marking) corresponding
to the result of the occurrence of t under the considered mode.
The main idea of the re.nement is to transport the modes, from the entry of the
re.ned copy to the exit. In general, this is realised as follows: Each place s of net
N is also a place of the re.ned net N˜ , but the type of s in the re.ned net N˜ is a
set of (isomorphic classes of) labelled trees constructed from the old value set of s,
the (types of the) entry=exit places of the re.ning nets and the local bindings of the
hierarchical transitions: the root of such a value tree is labelled by a value v from 	(s)
in N ; the arcs are labelled by bindings of the hierarchical transitions adjacent to s in
N and the sons are labelled by pairs of place names and values from the entry=exit
interface of the re.ning nets. For internal places of the re.ning nets, the type becomes
the set of all pairs :v, where  is a binding of the hierarchical transition and v a
value from the original type of the place. Furthermore, the arc inscriptions and their
evaluation are de.ned such that each transition in the re.ned net N˜ might evaluate to
the new place types.
For the considered example the de.nition yields the net N˜ depicted in Fig. 1, where
the new types of the places are
	˜(e) =


1 2
↓1; ↓2
(e1 ;•) (e1 ;•)

 ; 	˜(t:i1) =
{
1:•; 2:•
}
; and
	˜(x) =


1 2
1↑; 2↑
(x1 ;•) (x1 ;•)

 :
The general idea of these value trees is, that the variables coming from the hierar-
chical transition in the re.ned net are evaluated on the root level, and the variables
coming from the re.ning net are evaluated on the son level. In order to understand the
rationale of the new types and the structured annotations 1 occuring in the inscription
of arcs, let us play the token game in N˜ starting from the initial marking. We choose
.rst to execute transition t:t1 under mode 1, i.e., to .re it like t in N and like t1
1 Structured annotations comprise in the formal de.nition the identity of places coming from the re.ning
net. In order to alleviate the presentation, we use the simpli.ed arc inscriptions.
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Fig. 2. A re.nement with parameters and prototype for a procedure M-net.
in N1. Therefore, t:t1 absorbs from place e the tree, with a root labelled by a value
absorbed through id in N , and a son labelled by a value absorbed by t1 in N1 and
corresponding to the selected mode. This is represented by the notation id:•, which
means intuitively that one instance of each tree is taken from e, where the root is
labelled by an evaluation of id and the son (following the arc labelled by the selected
mode 1) is the black token from N1. Hence, we remove the .rst value from e. On the
other side, t:t1 produces the value 1:• on place t:i1. This is represented by the notation
:•, where the ‘hole’ symbol  means that there is no special constraint on the .rst part
of the value; in fact it is determined by the mode 1 of t:t1. Analogously, transition
t:t2 may now be .red absorbing the token 1:• from t:i1 and producing the .rst value
of the type of x. The second value in place e allows now to play the analogous game
for mode 2 of t.
Net parameters of M-nets (introduced in [7]) are the mean by which a re.ning
net ‘interacts’ with the area of the re.ned transition. In Fig. 2, in the resulting net
N [X←N2(id : {1; 2})] the parameter id in the action of transition t2 is replaced by the
variable id from N . In other words, id in N is a concrete parameter corresponding to
the formal net parameter id from N2.
This will play an important role in the procedure semantics: the formal parameter id
serves to distinguish between di:erent instances of a procedure and will be replaced by
a variable id coming from a net which administrates the di:erent instances. It will also
happen that net parameters are replaced by net parameters in a .rst re.nement and,
in a following re.nement step, they will be replaced by variables. Formally, all the
parameters from the re.ned and re.ning nets will be also parameters of the resulting
net, but actually, in our context, the .nally obtained net will never have any more net
parameters.
The example in Fig. 2 shows an M-net which ‘administrates’ a set of identi.ers
Pid (Pid for procedure identi8ers). In this way it can be seen as a prototype for a
procedure net; in the sequel, we will re.ne transition t by the semantics of a spe-
ci.c procedure. The value trees of i (after the re.nement) can actually be seen as the
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Fig. 3. Re.nement by a net with concurrent branches.
values of Pid, since they have all the same root and the same labels on each arc.
There is a binding for transition t for every element of Pid and after an occurrence
of the transition under that binding the identi.er returns to place i and becomes again
available.
In the sequel, the new types constructed during each re.nement will essentially be
of two kinds: those playing the role of the black token • and those playing the role
of a set Pid⊆Val. Therefore, we will not give the formally obtained type of places
during the re.nements; instead we note P˜id whenever the type is essentially a Pid,
but composed out of value trees; and •˜ for a type which acts like the black token
but being as well a set of value trees. Furthermore, we will omit the inscriptions of
arcs, whenever it is easy to see from the adjacent place type what kind of token Fows
through an arc.
The last remark serves just to forewarn the reader, that existing concurrency may
sometimes not be visualized in the net structure. In fact, the re.nement by nets with
several entry or exit places gathers in each pre-place of a hierarchical transition all
entry places of the re.ning net, and symmetrically, in each post-place of a hierarchical
transition all exit places of the re.ning net. As a consequence, the concurrent aspect
of two (or more) concurrent branches may not only be reFected in the structure of
the re.ned net (as in N3 in Fig. 3), but also in the type of the places (as in N˜ in
Fig. 3).
2.2. Derived composition operators
The basic element of the M-net algebra used here, Mnet(:	), called basic M-net,
is depicted in Fig. 4, where  is a list of typed parameters (id1: Pid; id2: Pid; : : : ;
idn:Pid) which do not necessarily occur in the label of the transition. Transition t
might be hierarchical. Also, we will omit the list of net parameters, , when it is
empty, in order to alleviate the presentation.
The usual M-net composition operations such as sequential and parallel composition,
choice and iteration are derived from the re.nement, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The arcs
in the area of each transition in the given nets are inscribed by •.
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Fig. 4. Basic M-net and operator nets for derived composition operators.
For given M-nets N1, N2 and N3 the parallel composition, choice, iteration 2 and
sequential composition are de.ned 3 by
N1 ‖ N2 = N‖[X1 ← N1;X2 ← N2];
N1 N2 = N [X1 ← N1;X2 ← N2];
[N1 ∗ N2 ∗ N3] = N∗[X1 ← N1;X2 ← N2;X3 ← N3];
N1;N2 = N;[X1 ← N1;X2 ← N2]:
2.3. Scoping
Scoping is an operation accepting an M-net N and a set of communication action
symbols. It is de.ned by the synchronization followed by the restriction of the net
over the set of action symbols. As for the re.nement, we will illustrate synchronization
and restriction on an example and we refer to [4] for the formal de.nitions and further
illustrations.
A synchronization N syX adds transitions to a net N , and can be characterized
as CCS-like synchronization extended to multi-sets of actions of arbitrary arity. Intu-
itively, the synchronization operation of an M-net consists of a repetition of certain
basic synchronizations. An example of a basic synchronization over action symbol X
of the (fragment of) net N is given in Fig. 5. Transitions t1 and t2 which contain
conjugate action symbols X and Xˆ in their labels can be synchronized over X yielding
2 Some alternative de.nition of iteration can also be used here.
3 Formally, all these operations are indexed by a list of typed parameters  which contains at least all
the parameters appearing in the re.ning M-nets. In the following, we will omit this inscription if  contains
exactly the parameters from argument nets.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the scoping.
a new transition (t1; t2) through renaming and uni.cation. The repetition of such basic
synchronizations over X for all matching pairs of transitions (containing X and Xˆ )
yields the synchronization of a net over X . The lowest part of Fig. 5 shows the
restriction (N syX ) rsX which returns a net in which all transitions (together with
their surrounding arcs) whose labels contain at least one action symbol X or Xˆ are
deleted. It also corresponds to the scoping <{X } :N ==(N syX ) rsX .
3. Syntax of B(PN)2
B(PN)2 (basic Petri net programming notation) [5] is a notation for the speci.cation
and programming of concurrent algorithms which incorporates within a simple syntax
many of the constructs used in concurrent programming languages: (nested) parallel
composition, iteration, guarded commands, procedures, and communication via both
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Fig. 6. B(PN)2 syntax.
handshake and bu:ered communication channels, as well as shared variables. Fig. 6
de.nes the syntax of B(PN)2.
A command com is either an atomic command, 〈expr〉, a block comprising some
declarations for a command, one of a number of command compositions, or the call
of a procedure by its identi.er with a list of concrete parameters corresponding to its
declared parameter list.
An atomic command is a B(PN)2 expression, 〈expr〉, which is a term over Val and
Op with program variable and channel identi.ers.
A program variable v can appear in an expression as ′v (pre-value) and as v′ (post-
value), denoting respectively its values just before and just after evaluation of the ex-
pression during an execution of the program, or as v meaning that the execution does
not change its value. A channel c can appear in an expression as c! (sending) and as
c? (receiving), denoting respectively the value which is sent and received in a com-
munication on the channel c. An atomic action can execute if the expression evaluates
to true. Thus, for example, 〈′v¿0∧ v′= c?〉 corresponds to a guarded communication
which requires v to be greater than zero and a communication to be available on
channel c, in which case the value communicated on c is assigned to variable v.
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A declaration vdecl of program variables and cdecl of channels is made via the
keyword var followed by an identi.er with a type speci.cation, var ident : type. A
type speci.cation, type, can be ‘set’, or ‘chan k of set’ where set identi.es a set of
values from Val. For a simple type declaration set the identi.er describes an ordinary
program variable which may carry values within set. The clause ‘chan k of set’ de-
clares a channel (FIFO bu:er) of capacity k that may carry values within set. The
capacity k can be equal to 0 (handshake communication), 1; 2; : : : (.xed bounded ca-
pacities) or ∞ (unbounded capacity). The domain of relevance of a variable or channel
identi.er is limited to the part of a B(PN)2 program, called scope, which follows its
declaration.
A declaration pdecl of procedures is made starting by the keyword procedure fol-
lowed by a procedure identi.er, possibly complemented by the speci.cation of a list
of parameters and followed by a block. A value parameter is speci.ed by a declaration
vdecl; the clause ‘res vdecl’ declares a result parameter; the declaration ‘ref rdecl’
speci.es a reference parameter. For procedure parameters the domain of relevance is
the scope which follows the speci.cation of the parameter list.
Besides traditional constructs, sequence (;) and parallel composition (‖), there is a
command ‘do . . . od’ which can be seen as a “merge” of the traditional if and while
commands. The core alt-set of the ‘do . . . od’ command is a set of clauses of two types:
repeat commands, com; repeat, and exit commands, com; exit. During an execution,
there can be zero or more iterations (each of them being an execution of one of
the repeat commands), followed by an execution of one of the exit commands. Each
repeat or exit command will typically be a sequence with an initial atomic command,
the executability of which determines whether that repeat or exit command can start.
If several ones can start, then there will be a non-deterministic choice between them.
An alt-set may never start with a procedure invocation, since procedure invocations
are preceded by a (call) transition being always enabled and which, by consequence,
could cause deadlock situations.
When calling (pcall) a procedure, concrete parameters (if any) are passed to the
parameters of the procedure. For result and reference parameters no expressions expr
are allowed as concrete parameters, but only unprimed variables. Furthermore, channels
might not be declared as value or result parameters, i.e., only program variables are
possible as value and result parameters.
As usual it is required that all variables and procedures which are declared at the
same level have di:erent identi.ers. Furthermore, for simplicity reasons we assume
that reference parameters of procedures declared at the same level do not have the
same identi.er; however, the latter is just for a simpli.cation of the de.nition of the
semantics.
Name conFicts are solved in favor of the last declared variable or procedure, e.g., a
variable x declared in an inner block or procedure will hide any x declared in an outer
block.
Finally, we assume, that the type of the concrete parameter at the call to a procedure
corresponds to that of the declared parameter.
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4. The M-net Semantics of B(PN)2
In this section we will informally describe the semantics of B(PN)2 which we are
about to de.ne. First, the basic concepts already used in [3,4] are recalled. In each of
the following sections, the semantics of a small program is illustrated. In Section 4.2,
we start the explanation of the procedure semantics by a procedure without parameters;
in Section 4.3 the semantics of procedures with value and result parameters is illus-
trated; we continue in Section 4.4 by a procedure with reference parameters. Section 4.5
explains recursive procedures with value and result parameters, while Section 4.6 ex-
amines recursion with reference parameters; .nally the semantics of nested procedures
is introduced in Section 4.7.
The aim of this section is to introduce informally the semantics; therefore we will
alleviate all notations as much as possible, in particular, we only indicate in .gures
the essential parts of the inscriptions omitting in particular all set brackets (in place
types, transition label and guard, and in arc inscriptions).
4.1. Basic concepts on compositional semantics
To introduce the basic principles of the M-net semantics, we brieFy consider the
following B(PN)2 fragment, which speci.es a block with a local variable x of type
{0; 1}.
begin var y : {0; 1};
· · · begin var x : {0; 1};
〈x′ = ′y∧ ′y = y′〉 ‖ 〈x′ = 1− ′x〉
end · · ·
end
Besides, we assume a variable y of type {0; 1} declared in some outer block. The
inner block has three basic constituents: a variable x declaration and two atomic actions;
for each of these parts the M-nets can be given directly.
In Fig. 7 we can see the M-net NX , called the data box of variable x, which
corresponds to the semantics of the declaration of the variable x. Its central place can
hold tokens of the same type as x (i.e., 0 and 1), and in fact serves to store the current
value of the variable x. This value can be updated by the transitions t5 (at initialization)
and t6, labelled Xˆ (xi; xo), whenever x is accessed through some atomic action in a
program changing its value from xi (i for input value) to xo (o for output value). The
transitions t7 and t′7 labelled Xˆt(x
i) are termination transitions which correspond to
the loss of value for x when the block is exited. To alleviate the presentation, we will
omit transition t′7 in the further nets for variable declarations. In fact, it is only used
in case if we declare but never use a program variable.
The M-nets N1 and N2 corresponding to the semantics of the atomic actions are de-
picted in Fig. 7. Their transition labels contain action symbols X and Y which are used
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Fig. 7. NX corresponds to var x : {0; 1}, NO is a block operator net, N1 corresponds to 〈x′ = ′y ∧ ′y= y′〉,
N2 corresponds to 〈x′ =1−′x〉, and NT(X ) is termination net for var x : {0; 1}.
in the synchronization with the data boxes of the variables x and y respectively, allow-
ing to read or write the variable values. For instance, the label {X (xi; xo); Y (yi; yo)}
and the guard {xo=yi; yi =yo} of transition t1 in N1 correspond to the atomic action
〈x′= ′y∧ ′y=y′〉. In order to .re that transition, the new value xo of x, must equal
the old value yi of y. The latter must equal yo as well, in order to leave the current
value of y unchanged.
The semantics of the inner block comprises the scoping of the transitions containing
X with transitions containing Xˆ . This operation performs
– the creation of synchronization transitions t1t5, t1t6, t2t5, t2t6, t7t3, and t′7t3,
– the removing of all the transitions labelled with X , Xˆ , Xt , or Xˆt .
Hence, the local variable x becomes invisible for the outer block, while the global
variable y is still accessible from its surrounding scope.
The net of the control Fow of the block is obtained starting from the block oper-
ator net NO depicted in Fig. 7. The hierarchical transition tK is re.ned by the nets
corresponding to the command part of the block. In general, in the label of transition
tK there are parameters, if the block is de.ned in a body of a procedure which is
declared in a body of another procedure and so on, e.g., K(id1; : : : ; idn), where para-
meters id1; : : : ; idn are necessary to express n di:erent levels of nesting (of procedures).
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These are not necessary in the program level, hence, we use an unparameterized ver-
sion of NO for that level. In our example, tK is re.ned by the parallel composition
of the nets for the two atomic actions, and hierarchical transition tT is re.ned by the
termination net NT(X ) for var x : {0; 1} with one transition labelled Xt(xi). This is the
conjugate of the termination transitions in NX . Then the scoping over actions X and
Xt is applied to the parallel composition of the nets for the declaration and for the
control Fow of the block followed by the termination net. So,
< {X; Xt} : (NX ‖NO[K← (N1 ‖N2);T← NT(X )]) =;
where NX , NO, N1, N2 and NT(X ) are the nets from Fig. 7.
Let us notice, that we only marginally changed the original B(PN)2 semantics from
[3,4]: the action symbol Xt for the termination of a program variable x has in our
approach arity 1 (instead of 0 in the original semantics); this is necessary in order
to model as well variables, value parameters and result parameters (of procedures) by
data boxes.
This original semantics, has had to be deeply modi.ed in [8,14] in order to introduce
procedures. In particular, data boxes have received their own (procedure) instance
administration and each action was supplied by a variable carrying an instance identi.er.
4.2. Procedures without parameters
In the sequel we assume that the set Pid ⊆Val of instance identi.ers is given. The
cardinality of Pid limits the number of each procedure instances which might be active
at the same time; it might be interpreted similarly to the size of the stack which is
used usually to handle, e.g., recursive procedure calls. Notice that we neither require
any minimal nor maximal size of Pid; therefore it might be .nite when implementation
issues play a role, but from the theoretical point of view it may also be in.nite.
A main characteristics of a block containing a procedure is that there might be
several instantiations of a procedure at the same time, caused by di:erent invocations
(concurrent or recursive calls). A declaration of a procedure is modelled by a procedure
box NP which can be seen as a kind of data box which can have multiple (non-
interferring) tokens Fowing through it. Thus, we use the net NI (cf. Fig. 8) as procedure
operator box. The main idea is that we deal with the block (body) of a procedure
as with any block, i.e., to juxtapose nets for the declarations of local variables and
the net for its command, to synchronize all matching data and command transitions,
and then to restrict them in order to make local variables invisible outside the block.
The only di:erence lies in the termination of parameters, but this will become clear in
the following sections. The obtained net, called NE(id :Pid), is then used to re.ne the
hierarchical transition rE of net NI , allowing thus a (possibly concurrent) execution for
each possible procedure instance (for each value from Pid). As for data boxes, we will
generally omit in the .gures the transition r′2 in NI . The semantics of the program is
obtained by composing in parallel the box for the procedure, the box for the program
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Fig. 8. Net components for the procedure P without parameters.
command (with termination transitions) and the net for global variable declarations,
and by scoping over all matching data and command actions.
Let us consider the B(PN)2 program P0.
P0 : begin var y : {2; 3};
procedure P
begin var x : {0; 1};
〈x′ = 1〉
end;
〈y′ = 2〉;
(P ‖ P)
end
It declares a global variable y and a procedure P. The program body .rst initializes
variable y to 2, and then makes two concurrent calls to procedure P. The procedure
declares a local variable x to which the command part of P assigns the value 1. Program
P0 has the following basic constituents: the declaration of the global variable y, the
declaration of the procedure P, the atomic action 〈y′=2〉, the two concurrent calls
to P. The box for the declaration of the global variable y is the data box NY shown
in Fig. 11.
The procedure box NP (cf. Fig. 11) is constructed by successive re.nements of all
components of P depicted in Fig. 8 which are
– procedure operator net NI to manage the procedure instances,
– call net NF(id :Pid) responsible for the procedure call and return,
– net NG(id :Pid) which corresponds to the procedure body.
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Fig. 9. Net components for the command part of procedure P without parameters.
The call net NF(id :Pid) expresses the control Fow of a particular instance id of
procedure P. It begins with the transition r3 labelled [callP(id) which will synchronize
with transition t3 callP(id) of the program part (cf. NC in Fig. 10), and corresponds
to the procedure invocation. Transition r4 labelled r̂etP(id) plays the analogous role
for the procedure return which is supposed to terminate the procedure and its local
variables, and free its instance identi.er id. In between, the hierarchical transition rG
is re.ned with the net NG(id :Pid) which expresses the procedure body. NG(id :Pid) is
obtained like for any block as described above, and the parameter id becomes crucial
if the procedure command comprises a recursive procedure call (which does not appear
in P0), more precisely,
NG(id : Pid) =
<{X; Xt} : (NX ‖NOX (id : Pid)[K← NK(id : Pid);T← NT(X )]) =;
where the net components NOX (id :Pid), NK(id :Pid), NT(X ), and NX are shown in
Fig. 9. Finally, after the re.nement into NF(id :Pid), we obtain
NE(id : Pid) = NF(id : Pid)[G← NG(id : Pid)]:
The parameter id, originating in the net NF(id :Pid) becomes a parameter of NE(id :Pid)
through the successive re.nements. The hierarchical transition rE in NI is re.ned by
net NE(id :Pid) and this terminate the construction of the procedure box NP , i.e.,
NP = NI [E← NE(id : Pid)]:
The formal parameter id from NE is substituted by variable id occurring in net NI
as argument of the E-labelled transition, since id is speci.ed as parameter of net
NE(id :Pid), allowing thus to express the control Fow of a particular instance id of
procedure P. More precisely, the tokens in place i in NP (cf. Fig. 11), used to model
di:erent instances of the procedure, are labelled trees with root being a value from
Pid.
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Fig. 10. Nets for the control part of program P0.
Fig. 11. Semantics of P0 before the scoping over global action symbols (except NT(Y )).
Fig. 10 shows the components for the semantics of the control Fow of program P0
which are
– the net NO which is the operator net from Fig. 7 where the transition tK has been
re.ned by the net corresponding to the command of program P0 which is a sequence
of the net for the atomic action 〈y′=2〉 followed by the parallel composition of
nets corresponding to the two concurrent calls to P.
– the net NC which expresses a call to P,
– the net NT(P) for the termination of procedure P.
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Net NB=NO[C←NC;T←NT(P)] describes then the command part of program P0.
Notice that, in general, a call net depends on a particular con.guration of concrete
procedure parameters. In this example, because there are no procedure parameters,
both hierarchical transitions corresponding to the procedure calls (t1C and t
2
C) may be
re.ned by the same call net, NC.
The call net NC is, in general, a sequence of two transitions: a call transition t3 and
a return transition t4. The central place i of NC may hold any value from Pid. This
allows to keep in place i of NC all identi.ers for activated procedure instances. Due to
the fact that procedure P has no parameters, the call net is rather simple. Transition t3
is labelled with action callP(id), which describes the invocation of a speci.c instance
id of procedure P. The return transition t4 will free the instance identi.er id when
(that speci.c instance of) the procedure is terminated.
The .nal program semantics is obtained by juxtaposing the three component nets
(cf. Fig. 11):
– NB, for the program command part,
– NY , for the global variable declaration, and
– NP , for the procedure declaration,
and by scoping over all actions of the program block, i.e.,
< {Y; Yt}: (NY ‖ (<{Pt; callP; retP}: (NP ‖NB)=;NT(Y ))) =:
4.3. Value and result parameters
Value and result parameters are considered like local variables of a procedure. The
di:erence between ordinary local variables and value or result parameters is that pa-
rameters are initialized at the call to the procedure with the value of the concrete
parameter, and at the end of the procedure, global variables which correspond to result
parameters are updated with the .nal value of their parameter.
Consequently, there will be a local data box for each value or result parameter of
a procedure, and the action symbols corresponding to these parameters are as well local
and will be invisible outside the procedure block. Therefore, the scoping over action
symbols for local variables is directly followed by a scoping over action symbols for
value and result parameters of a procedure. The resulting net is re.ned into net NI for
the administration of procedure instances.
For the illustration of the semantics for value and result parameters, we consider
program P1,
P1: begin var y : {2; 3};
procedure Q(x : {0; 1}; res z : {2; 3})
begin 〈z′= ′x +′y〉 end;
〈y′=2〉;
Q(1; y)
end
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Fig. 12. Net components for procedure Q with value and result parameters.
which declares a global variable y and a procedure Q; its command part assigns the
value 2 to variable y and calls then the procedure Q, where 1 is passed to the value
parameter x of Q and the variable y is used as argument for the result parameter z.
Procedure Q itself declares no local variable; its body comprises a single atomic action
which is the assignment to z of the sum of the pre-values of x and y. Since z is declared
as result parameter, its value will by written to y when procedure Q is terminated.
The semantics of P1 consists again in putting side by side, i.e., to compose them
in parallel, the nets for program Fow, global variable declarations and procedure
declarations, and in making all possibles synchronizations and restrictions. We .rst
take a closer look at the semantics of the declaration of procedure Q for which
the net components are depicted in Fig. 12. Net NI serves as before as the proce-
dure operator box, ensuring the administration of di:erent procedure instances. Net
NF(id :Pid)[G←NG(id :Pid)] describes the body of procedure Q. The value and
result parameters are interpreted as local variables, thus we need data boxes NX and
NZ .
The main di:erence between ordinary local variables and value or result parameters
is that at the call of the procedure, parameters have to be initialized with a value of the
concrete parameter, and at the end of the procedure, the result parameters have to update
the global variable to which they correspond to. More precisely, the call Q(1; y) in the
program body has to initialize the formal parameters of Q: x to 1 and z to the value
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of the global variable y. The call transition r3 of net NF(id :Pid)[G←NG(id :Pid)] is
therefore labelled with actions X (xi; xo) and Z(zi; zo) enforcing the initialization of the
data boxes. The call action [callQ(id; xo; zo) itself has now three arguments and allows
to transmit the concrete parameters.
The procedure box NP (cf. Fig. 14 for the intuition) is obtained by the re.nement
and scoping over local variables (not represented in this .gure) and value and result
parameters. More precisely,
NP = NI [E← (<{X; Xt; Z; Zt} : (NF(id: Pid)[G← NG(id: Pid)] ‖ (NX ‖NZ))=)]:
The call transition (r3; r5; r9) in the procedure box NP in Fig. 14 is obtained by a
synchronization between the transitions r3; r5, and r9 (cf. Fig. 12). Analogously, the
return transition (r4; r7; r11) is obtained by a synchronization between the transition
r4; r7, and r11. They will both play a crucial role in the initialization and termination
of the procedure parameters at the beginning and at the end of the procedure.
The net for the control part of P1 is constructed in the same way as in the previous
example:
NB = NO[C← NC;T← NT(Q)];
and its components are depicted in Fig. 13 where the main di:erence with respect to
the case of procedure without parameters is in the net NC . The call transition t3 in NC
is labelled by call action callQ(id; 1; yi) which describes the concrete parameters 4 of
the procedure invocation, and by action Y (yi; yo) which serves to read the variable
y. On the other hand, the return transition t4 carries action retQ(id; yo) and Y (yi; yo)
in its label, which express the transmission of the current value of the parameter to
a writing of that value to variable y.
The initialization of the parameters is achieved by a synchronization between the
transitions (r3; r5; r9); t3 and t6 (cf. Fig. 14) in the following way:
– t3 and t6 synchronize on action Y yielding transition (t3; t6): this corresponds to
a reading of the current value yi of variable y, and to set this value into the label
callQ(id; 1; yi).
– the obtained transition (t3; t6) synchronizes with (r3; r5; r9) in the procedure box NP
on action [callQ: this corresponds to the initialization of the procedure for the current
instance identi.er id. Thanks to this synchronization the parameters xo and zo are
respectively set to 1 and yi, and this has as e:ect the initialization of the value and
result parameters by the desired values.
After the call, the value parameter x is initialized to 1, and the result parameter z is
initialized to 2; the procedure body (r8) can now be executed. It corresponds to reading
simultaneously the global variable y, the parameter x, and writing the value of y + x
to the result parameter z. At the end of the procedure execution, a return transition,
4 Notice that value parameters may also be initialized by a value of a global variable or of an expression,
cf. Sections 4.5 and 6.
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Fig. 13. Nets for the control part of program P1.
Fig. 14. Semantics of P1 before the scoping over global action symbols (except NT(Y )).
obtained by a synchronization of the transitions (r4; r7; r11); t4 and t6, is executed. It
corresponds to setting free the identi.er id of the procedure instance, terminating both
parameters x and z, and setting the global variable y to the value zi. As for P0, the
complete semantics of P1 can be expressed by the following formula:
<{Y; Yt} : (NY ‖ (<{callQ; retQ; Qt}: (NP ‖NB)=;NT(Y )))=:
The description of value and result parameters as local variables is one of the major
di:erences with [8,14]. In both approaches, as a result of the explicit modeling of the
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instance administration, the scoping between procedure control and parameters is done
after introducing only the control Fow part (but no data) into the instance handling.
Therefore, value and result parameters are not considered as local variables and are
not hidden entirely inside the procedure box. In [14] the extended data boxes are
put for parameters in parallel with the box for the procedure control comprising its
instance handling. As a consequence, in order to synchronize the administration of
di:erent instances in the procedure control box and the parameter boxes, every action
is supplied by a variable which carries explicitly the instance identi.er. In this way
it is achieved that a control instance might only change the corresponding parameter
instance, i.e., the parameter value for one speci.c instance. The solution in [8] is quite
similar.
4.4. Reference parameters
The declaration of a reference parameter allows a direct access to the variable by
which it was called as concrete parameter. The call of a procedure with a reference
parameter is, as usual, interpreted as the handing-over of the address of the variable
used as concrete parameter at the call. Consequently, there is no need for a local data
box for a reference parameter, like for value or result parameters. Instead, each access
to the parameter inside the procedure block is an access to the associated global vari-
able, which is achieved through synchronizations. Actions for the access to reference
parameters are not local to the procedure, but are considered as global actions.
Let us explain the mechanism in the M-net semantics for program P2. P2 declares
a global variable y and a procedure U which has a reference parameter. The command
part of the program initializes at .rst y to 1, then procedure U is called which passes
y to the reference parameter of the procedure. The command part of U is a single
action; it increments the value of the reference parameter r, and hence the value of y.
P2: begin var y : {1; 2; 3};
procedure U (ref r : {1; 2; 3})
begin 〈r′= ′r + 1〉 end;
〈y′=1〉;
U (y)
end
Fig. 15 shows the net components for the semantics of the declaration of proce-
dure U . The main di:erence with the value or result cases is that no data boxes are
considered for reference parameters. Net NF(id : Pid) becomes simpler in this case;
the call transition, r3, has only to provide an instance identi.er for the execution of
the procedure body NG(id :Pid), and the return transition r4 has to free this identi.er
at the end of the procedure.
More precisely, the procedure box NP is de.ned in this case as
NP = NI [ E← NF(id : Pid)[G← NG(id : Pid)] ]:
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Fig. 15. Net components for the procedure U with reference parameter r.
Fig. 16. Net components for the control part of program P2.
Notice, that we do not synchronize the procedure body (over the actions for para-
meter r) before it is re.ned into the operator procedure box NI .
Fig. 16 depicts the net components for the semantics of the control part of pro-
gram P2. The di:erence with the value and result cases lies in the call net NC(id :Pid).
Its central place has an additional transition cH which performs the link between the
formal reference parameter r and the concrete argument y. This transition ensures that
each access (read or write) to the parameter r in the body of the procedure NG(id :Pid)
will actually be executed directly on the global variable y. This will be achieved by
the synchronization over global actions, which comprises the actions for the access to
r and to y. More precisely, the semantics of the control part of P2 is expressed by the
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Fig. 17. The semantics of P2 with procedure U and reference parameter r before the scoping over global
action symbols (except NT(Y ), and also all variables id′ have been renamed into id).
following formula:
NB = NO[C← NC(id : Pid)[H← NH(id :Pid; id′ : Pid)];T← NT(U )]:
Notice also, that for P2 not all the generality provided by boxes NC(id :Pid) and
NH(id :Pid; id′ :Pid) is used. In particular, we do not need here both instance identi.ers
id and id′ because there is no recursion. Their use will become clearer in the next
section.
The semantics of the program P2 before the (.nal) scoping on Y and R, is shown in
Fig. 17. One can see in particular that the incrementation of reference parameter r in
the procedure box NP has an instantaneous e:ect in incrementing the global variable
y, the parameter to which it is associated to. This is provided by a synchronization of
transitions r5, c3, and t6.
The role of the procedure instance identi.er id is crucial for any parallel or recursive
procedure call. It is present in each action corresponding to an access to a reference
parameter (e.g., R(id; r i; ro)), and ensures that this kind of communication can only
occur for actions corresponding to the same procedure instance. More precisely, the
need for the argument id in the actions lies in the relation between re.nement and
synchronization. Synchronized transitions might only occur under one speci.c mode,
i.e., for one speci.c instance identi.er, because during the synchronization they are
forced to unify all id’s. Without id in the actions, synchronization would rename all
the ids separately and thus could enable the resulting transitions to occur under two
or more di:erent modes. This is the reason why the synchronization over the global
action symbols is done after the re.nement of NF(id :Pid)[G←NG(id :Pid)] into NI .
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The semantics of P2 can now be de.ned as:
< {Y; Yt} : (NY ‖ ( < {callU ; retU ; Ut; R} : (NP ‖NB) =;NT(Y ))) =:
For the non-recursive procedures with reference parameters, our approach has similar-
ities to the solution proposed in [8]. However, a di:erence will occur when moving to
a recursive context. We are coming back to the comparison at the end of Section 4.6.
4.5. Recursive procedure calls with value or result parameters
We consider the program P3.
P3: begin var y : {1; 2; 3};
procedure W (x : {1; 2; 3})
begin do 〈x=3〉; exit
〈x =3〉; W (′x + 1); exit
od
end;
〈y′=1〉;
W (y)
end
It declares a procedure W with value 5 parameter which executes in its command part a
“if . . . then : : : else” statement (in fact, its translation in terms of do : : : od statement).
If the parameter x equals 3, W exits, otherwise W calls itself recursively while the
value passed to the parameter of the next instance is incremented. This is repeated
until parameter x reaches the value 3. The net components for the construction of the
procedure box are depicted in Fig. 18. NP is constructed analogously to the previous
sections,
NP =NI [E← < {X; Xt} : (NF(id : Pid) [G←
NG(id : Pid)[C′ ← NC′(id : Pid)= ‖NX ) = ];
where the main di:erence with the non-recursive case is the introduction of variables
id′ by the re.nement : : : [C′←NC′(id :Pid)] : : : : Variable id′ in NP (cf. Fig. 20) can
be seen here as an identi.er of the instance of the called procedure, while id can be
seen as the identi.er of the caller procedure. Procedure box NP takes the recursive
character of the procedure body into account, since another call net is re.ned into its
command part.
Fig. 19 depicts the main net components of the control part of program P3. The box
NB of the control of P3 is constructed as before, more precisely,
NB = NO[C← NC;T← NT(W )]:
5 The translation is analogous for result parameters.
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Fig. 18. Net components for procedure W (except net NX ).
Fig. 19. Nets for the control part of program P3.
Notice, that for both command parts, of the program and of the procedure, essentially
the same call net is used. The only di:erence is that the call in the program reads
y to initialize the parameter x, while the call in the procedure reads x and initializes
parameter x of the recursive instance by an expression; furthermore, the variable id′ is
used in the call net of the procedure.
Formally, the semantics of P3 is de.ned as
< {Y; Yt} : (NY ‖ ( <{callW ; retW ;Wt} : (NP ‖NB) =;NT(Y ))) =:
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Fig. 20. Illustration of the semantics for P3 before the scoping over global action symbols (except NT(Y )).
Let us have a closer look at the execution of the net for program P3. We consider
Fig. 20 which depicts the semantics of P3 before the scoping over global action sym-
bols. At the beginning, the central place i of procedure box NP is initialized by a set of
tokens for (possible) calls of procedure W . In the program control part NB, the variable
y is initialized to 1 by transition t1 together with the corresponding transition t5 in the
data box NY . Then, the call of procedure W is realized by the synchronization between
transitions r1 and t3. The sub-net between the places i2 and i6 represents the semantics
of the B(PN)2 do : : : od construct comprising in particular the recursive call to proce-
dure W . After that, since x =3, another call of W has to be done which is realized
by the synchronization between r1 and u4. In that case, it is required that id′ has the
value of the identi.er id corresponding to this second invocation of W . The value of x
for this second instance of W becomes 2 but again, transition u2 is not enabled; thus a
third call to W is executed. As before this is achieved by a synchronization between r1
and u4 and the value 3 of parameter x of this third instance enters the local data box
for x. The control for this third instance now passes through transition u2, since the
parameter of the third instance equals 3. Then, the third instance might be terminated,
realized by a synchronization between transitions r2 and u5. This causes the return of
the identi.er for the third instance to place i, furthermore the control of the second
instance is passed to place i6. Now the second procedure instance might be terminated
analogously, resulting in the control token of the .rst instance on place i6 and the
identi.er of the second instance on place i. Finally, the .rst procedure invocation is
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Fig. 21. Illustration of the execution of P3 (the argument of callW and retW being the current value of x).
terminated by a synchronization between transitions r2 and t4. The recursive calls to
the procedure W can be schematized as given in Fig. 21. All call and return transitions
can only .re in the expected order.
4.6. Recursive procedure calls with reference parameters
The program P4 declares a global variable y and a procedure V with a reference
parameter r.
P4: begin var y : {1; 2; 3};
procedure V (ref r : {1; 2; 3})
begin do 〈r=3〉; exit
〈′r =3∧ r′= ′r + 1〉;
V (r); exit
od
end;
〈y′=1〉;
V (y)
end
In its command part, P4 initializes y to 1, and calls to the procedure V , while y is
passed to the reference parameter r of V . Similarly to the previous example for re-
cursion, the procedure .nishes when the parameter r equals 3, otherwise parameter r
is incremented and V is called recursively with r as parameter for the next procedure
invocation. Hence, every procedure instance will access the global variable y. Notice
that in particular, the value of parameter r is incremented before the recursive invoca-
tion of V , since the argument of the procedure call is interpreted as the address and
expressions are syntactically forbidden for calls of reference parameters. Fig. 22 depicts
the net components for procedure box NP of V .
NP =NI [E← NF(id : Pid)[G←
NG(id : Pid)[C← NC(id : Pid)[H← NH(id : Pid; id′ : Pid)]] ]:
Notice again that the recursive call to the procedure V inside the body of V uses
the same call net NC(id :Pid) as the program control semantics. The only di:erence
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Fig. 22. Net components for the recursive procedure V with reference parameter r.
between the two cases is that the parameter id does not play any role in the program
control net NB, while it becomes crucial in the procedure net NP . More precisely, after
the re.nements, id from the net NH(id :Pid; id′ : Pid) allows to recognize in NP the
instance of the caller procedure, while id′ corresponds to the called procedure instance.
We recall the net components for the control part NB of P4 in Fig. 23.
NB = NO[C← NC(id : Pid)[H← NH′(id : Pid; id′ : Pid)];T← NT(V )]:
The re.nements cause the substitution of net parameters by net variables as follows:
The re.nement into transition cH in Fig. 23 substitutes every occurrence of the net
parameter id′ in NH′(id :Pid; id′ : Pid) by variable id′ which is the second argument
of the hierarchical action H in the net NC(id :Pid); thus the net parameter id′ is elim-
inated. Furthermore, this re.nement substitutes the net parameter id from H in the net
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Fig. 23. Nets for the control part of program P4.
Fig. 24. Semantics of P4 before the scoping over global action symbols (except NT(Y )).
NH′(id :Pid; id′ :Pid) by the net parameter id from NC(id :Pid), i.e., the resulting net
has still a net parameter id. Then, the re.nement of C(id) substitutes every occurrence
of net parameter id by variable id from net NO. This eliminates the net parameter id
but does not have any other inFuence on the resulting net.
Fig. 24 shows the procedure box NP , the box for the command of the program NB,
and the data box for y. To simplify the explanation, the variable id′ in net NB has been
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renamed into id. In the previous example, (nearly) all transitions of NP were adjacent
to a local data box for the value parameter. Here, we do not have these connections,
since there is no data box for the reference parameter.
We will again play brieFy the token game, in order to illustrate how the access to
the global variable y is managed. Analogous to the previous example, we obtain the
marking in which place i of NP contains all possible identi.ers and the global variable
y is initialised to 1. Then, the call to procedure V is realized by a synchronization
between transitions t3 in the program control and r3 in the procedure box. The corre-
sponding instance identi.er is stored in the central place of NB which indicates, that
the .rst instance of procedure V is active and has access to y. Again, the sub-net from
NP between i2 and i6 corresponds to the B(PN)2 do . . . od statement. Transition u1
initializes the do . . . od, hence the control of the .rst invocation of V comes to place
i3. Since the value of y is 1, its value might be incremented, realized by a synchro-
nization of transition u3 with c′3 and t6, whose .ring increments the value of y to 2,
while procedure control arrives before the recursive call. Hence, a second invocation
of V is called recursively by the .rst instance through a synchronization between u4
and r3. Notice, that the control token of the procedure box is actually composed out
of a mode which comprises the identi.er of the .rst instance and an ordinary black
token. The identi.er of the new invocation is stored in place i5 from NP , indicating
that the second instance is active, has access to the ‘local’ reference parameter r and
was called by the .rst instance. The latter is encoded in the fact, that (essentially)
net NC(id: Pid) was re.ned into NI (cf. Fig. 22). Hence, the control token which is
put into place i5 comprises the identi.er of the .rst instance (as mode of transition
rE) and the identi.er of the second instance (as a value from the central place of net
NC(id : Pid) from Fig. 22). In particular, the synchronization of the two transitions
causes that the identi.er for the second procedure invocation is taken from place i
and passed to place i2. If that control token arrives on i3, transition u2 is not en-
abled, since y=2 =3; hence the second branch of the do . . . od is chosen once again.
A synchronization between u3; c3; c′3 and t6 results in an incrementation of the value
of y to 3, and a forwarding of the control for the second instance. Note that u3 and c3
are enabled by the control tokens for the second procedure in i3 and i5, respectively; c′3
is enabled by the control token of the .rst instance, and t6 is enabled by the value of y.
In particular, the access of the second instance is only permitted via the .rst instance.
A synchronization between transitions u4 and r3 creates a third procedure instance
which is expressed by the retrieval of a third identi.er from place i and the storage
of this identi.er in i2, furthermore, the control token of the second instance enters on
place i5; again, the latter encodes as well in the structure of the values in the re.ned
net that the third instance was called by the second one. The third instance chooses the
.rst do branch, since the transition coming from the synchronization of u2 with c3, c′3
and t6 is enabled; this corresponds to a read on y. Notice again, that the access to y
of the third instance was made via the second instance via the .rst instance, since we
need the two control tokens on i5 in order to enable the synchronized transition. The
third instance can then be terminated, realized by a synchronization between transitions
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u5 and r4 which frees the identi.er of the third instance again into place i and retrieves
its control token from places i6 and the control token of the second instance from i5,
due to u5, the latter arrives on i6. Hence, the termination of the second instance is
realized by the synchronization of u5 and r4 which removes the identi.er of the sec-
ond instance from i6 and the control token of the .rst instance from i5. Then, the .rst
procedure instance is terminated by a synchronization of r4 with t4, followed by the
termination of the procedure box (synchronization of t2 and r2).
The .nal semantics of program P4 is obtained by the following scoping:
< {Y; Yt} : (NY ‖ ( <{callV ; retV ; Vt ; R} : (NP ‖NB) =;NT(Y )) ) =:
Let us compare now our solution with the existing work. The semantics of a recursive
procedure with reference parameter r has in the call net a transition t with R and Rˆ in
its label. Furthermore there is a transition labeled R in the procedure body and another
transition with label Rˆ in the program body. The synchronization over R (if not limited)
adds an in.nite number of transitions, which encode all possible caller=called pairs. To
give such a limit, the approach in [8] declares for each (recursive) procedure the stack
size n explicitly. Roughly speaking, the nth generated transition encodes then the direct
access of the reference parameter at the nth level of the recursion back through each
invoked procedure instance to the variable at the top level. In other words, the nth
transition is the ‘important’ one, and origins in n− 1 synchronizations of t with itself.
In our approach this is done in a much simpler way. A synchronization of t with
itself is not necessary, since the caller=called encoding is done within the value trees.
Therefore, we generate the ‘important’ transition in one (the .rst) synchronization step,
and the process might be stopped after its generation. Of course, if not limited, our
approach produces as well an in.nite number of transitions, since the same de.nition
of synchronization is used.
4.7. Nested procedures
As a .nal example, we illustrate the semantics for a program with nested procedure
declarations. The intention is to illustrate and emphasize hereby the compositional
character of the semantics.
P5: begin
var x : {1; 2},
var y : {1; 2},
var z : {1; 2; 3; 4; 5};
procedure P1(x1 : {1; 2}; y1 : {1; 2}; ref r1 : {1; 2; 3; 4; 5})
begin
var v1 : {1; 2; 3; 4},
var w1 : {1; 2; 3; 4};
procedure P2(x2 : {1; 2}; ref r2 : {1; 2; 3; 4})
begin 〈r′2 = x2 ∗ x2〉 end;
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( P2(x1; v1) ‖ P2(y1; w1) );
〈r′1 = v1 + w1〉
end;
( 〈x′=1〉 ‖ 〈y′=2〉 );
P1(x; y; z)
end
Since such declarations can be described easily by re.nement and its parameter
mechanism, we will show here a small example, although one might doubt the necessity
to allow the nesting of procedures. Furthermore, the example should clarify the notation
concerning the nesting of procedures used in the formal de.nition of the semantics in
the following section, in particular the net parameter mechanism and the association to
a certain declaration level.
Program P5 calculates the sum of the squares of 1 and 2. The semantics of P5 is
given by the following formula:
< {X; Xt; Y; Yt ; Z; Zt} : ((NX ‖NY ‖NZ) ‖ (SCP1 ;NT(X;Y;Z))) =
where NX ; NY and NZ are data boxes corresponding to the declarations of the global
variables, NT(X;Y; Z) is the termination net for the variables x; y and z, and SCP1 de-
scribes the semantics of the scope declaring procedure P1 which is given by
SCP1 = < {callP1 ; retP1 ; P1t ; R1} : (NP1 ‖ (NK;NT(P1))) =:
Net NK, which corresponds to the command ( 〈x′=1〉‖〈y′=2〉 );P1(x; y; z) is illus-
trated in Fig. 26, and NT(P1) is the termination net of P1. The procedure net NP1 of
P1 is constructed as before, more precisely,
NP1 =NIP1 [E← <{X1; X1t ; Y1; Y1t} : ((NX1‖NY1 ) ‖NFP1 (id1 : Pid)[G←
NGP1 (id1 : Pid)]) = ]
where NIP1 and NFP1 are as in Fig. 25 and
NGP1 (id1 : Pid) = < {V1; V1t ; W1; W1t} :
((NV1 ‖NW1 ) ‖ (SCP2 (id1 : Pid);NT(V1 ;W1))) =
where
SCP2 (id1 : Pid) = <{callP2 ; retP2 ; P2t ; R2} : (NP2‖(N ′K(id1 : Pid);NT(P2)))=
corresponds to the semantics of the scope declaring procedure P2 into P1; NT(P2)
and NT(V1 ;W1) are the termination nets for procedure P2 and local variables V1 and
W1, and net N ′K(id1 : Pid), (cf. Fig. 26) corresponds to the semantics of command
(P2(x1; v1) ‖P2(y1; w1)); 〈r′1 = v1 + w1〉.
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Fig. 25. Net components for NP1 and NP2 .
Fig. 26. Semantics of some command fragments of P5.
The procedure net NP2 of P2 is constructed as follows:
NP2 (id1 : Pid) =NIP2 (id1 : Pid)[E
′ ← <{X2; X2t} : (NX2 ‖NFP2 (id1 : Pid;
id2 : Pid)[G′ ← NGP2 (id1 : Pid; id2 : Pid)])=]
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where NIP2 ; NFP2 and NGP2 are as in Fig. 25; the last one corresponds to command
〈r′2 = x2 ∗ x2〉.
Nested procedures are not directly expressible in the approaches from [8,14].
In order to do so, the explicit instance handling should have been extended, which
would, by consequence, have been extended once more their M-net model. The possi-
bility to express nested procedures underlines the total compositionality of our approach.
5. Soundness
In this section, we compare (not in full generality due to the amount of space it
would need, but for a reasonable sub-model) the presented semantics of procedures
with the standard one, de.ned for a program obtained through some kind of syntactic
substitution of procedure calls. More precisely, we demonstrate that in a non-recursive
and non-nested context, the proposed semantics is equivalent in terms of the behaviour
to the standard one.
It is not hard to transform a B(PN)2 program with procedures into an equivalent
program without procedures. Each call to a procedure P is replaced by a block which
– declares local variables (corresponding to procedure value and result parameters),
– initializes in a single atomic action these variables with concrete parameters of
procedure call,
– then executes the procedure body (in which call-by-reference parameters are replaced
by concrete parameters of the procedure call),
– and terminates giving in an atomic action a value to variables corresponding to result
parameters of the procedure.
For instance, if procedure P is declared with the following list of formal parameters
(x : setx; res y : sety; ref z : setz), each call to P of the form P(a; b; c) is replaced by
the following block:
begin var x : setx, var y : sety
〈x′= a ∧ y′= b〉;
begin
Procedure body with possible declarations of local variables,
where call-by-reference parameter z is renamed to c.
end ;
〈b′=y〉
end
It is easy to identify the elements which are also present in the call net, NC , in the
proposed semantics. For instance, action 〈x′= a ∧ y′= b〉 corresponds exactly to what
is proposed by the callP transition in NC , which initializes variables x and y with the
values of the concrete parameters of the procedure. Similarly, at the end of the block,
there is an action 〈b′=y〉 which corresponds to the retP in call net NC . Variables x and
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y are declared for each call; in this way, data boxes NX and NY are considered for each
procedure call, and are independent. In our proposed semantics, these data boxes are
considered once and re.ned into net NI allowing them to be executed concurrently for
each instance of P. The semantics of the procedure body is obtained in the same way,
that means by re.nement of the procedure body into net NI . In the proposed approach,
it does not need to be copied as many times as there are calls to P. The semantics of the
procedure body is considered once and re.ned into net NI which permits to manage
concurrent executions of instances of P. In other words, the proposed semantics of
procedures is just a form of “folding” of nets which may be obtained directly without
using procedures.
A .rst di:erence between our approach and the standard one is related to the pres-
ence of a new resource box, procedure box, which has to be initialized and properly
terminated. Thus, each declaration of a procedure gives rise to an additional transition
of initialization (with empty label and enabled at the beginning of the program) and an
additional transition of termination (with empty label). Another di:erence appears at
the termination of data boxes NX and NY considered for value and result parameters.
In our approach, these data boxes are terminated together with the procedure instance
(by a .ring of single transition of return), while in the standard approach, the termi-
nation of these data boxes is performed by two concurrent silent transitions which are
causally after the transition which corresponds to the return of the procedure instance.
The last di:erence is related to the treatment of reference parameters. Each transition
concerning such a parameter (a reading or writing of an ordinary variable or a sending
or receiving on a channel) in the standard approach, is also present in our approach
and has an additional side condition without any e:ect on the enabling of this transi-
tion. So, the net semantics in the proposed approach and in the standard one are not
(syntactically) identical but it is straightforward to simulate each other modulo the
di:erences explained above (easily identi.able silent transitions). So, for a suitable
equivalence relation taking into account the previous remarks, the semantics in the
proposed approach and in the standard one are bissimulation equivalent.
6. Formal semantics of B(PN)2
In this section we present the semantical function Net(·) which provides an M-net
for each B(PN)2 construct. We proceed top down through the syntax.
6.1. Notations
In order to deal with procedure declarations formally, we will introduce the following
additional notations. We will denote by Pj a procedure identi.er declared at the jth
level of nesting (with 1 6 j 6 n, where n is a maximal depth of nesting), and will
subscribe with j all its parameters. In the following, the subscripts j (and if necessary
i and j) will always relate to the nesting level of the procedure. In the cases where
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the nesting level is not relevant, the above notations will be simpli.ed (we will omit
the subscripts i and j). Notice that we speak about a ‘lower level’ of nesting in the
sense that the caller procedure always has a lower level of nesting than the called
one.
In general, we do not impose any ordering in the declaration of the parameters of
a procedure. However, for reasons of simplicity, we assume that vallistj contains all
value parameter declarations, reslistj contains all result parameter declarations, and
reflistj contains all reference parameter declarations of procedure Pj declared at the jth
level of nesting. These lists are obtained through a simple ordering of the syntactically
given declarations; it is assumed, that the arguments of any corresponding procedure
call are ordered correspondingly. If this distinction is not necessary, we abbreviate
vallistj, reslistj, reflistj by parlistj.
The concrete parameters for the value, result, and reference parameters, respectively,
are given in valarglistj, resarglistj, and refarglistj, respectively, they are ordered corre-
sponding to parlistj. We denote by id :Pid the ordered list (id1 :Pid ; id2 :Pid ; : : : ; idj :
Pid) of typed net parameters, and by id the ordered list (id1; id2; : : : ; idj) of parameters,
where for each i (i 6 j 6 n), the parameter idi corresponds to the current instance of
procedure Pi.
6.2. Programs and blocks
A well-formed program is, as usual, a block for which all variables have been
declared.
Net(block) = Net(scope)
Net(vardecl; scope) = <2(vardecl) ∪ 3(vardecl):
Net(vardecl) ‖ (Net(scope); Term(vardecl) =
Net(procdecl; scope) = <2(procdecl) ∪ 3(procdecl):
Net(procdecl) ‖ (Net(scope); Term(procdecl) =
The auxiliary mapping 2(·) provides the action symbols for the access to the variables
and procedures of the block; 3(·) yields the termination action symbols for the variables
and procedures of the block; 5(:) is de.ned in Section 6.6 and is used here to extract
action symbols corresponding to the reference parameters of procedures.
2(vardecl1; vardecl2) = 2(vardecl1) ∪ 2(vardecl2)
2(var v : set) = {V}
2(var c : chan k of set) = {C!; C?}
2(procdecl1; procdecl2) = 2(procdecl1) ∪ 2(procdecl2)
2(procedure P block) = {callP; retP}
2(procedure P(vallist; reslist; reﬂist) block) = {callP; retP} ∪ 5(reﬂist)
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3(vardecl1; vardecl2) = 3(vardecl1) ∪ 3(vardecl2)
3(var v : set) = {Vt}
3(var c : chan k of set) = {Ct}
3(procdecl1; procdecl2) = 3(procdecl1) ∪ 3(procdecl2)
3(procedure P block) = {Pt}
3(procedure P (parlist) block) = {Pt}
The auxiliary semantic function Term(:) constructs termination M-nets for the declara-
tions of variables and procedures. If several variables (or procedures) are declared at
the same nesting level, the parallel composition of corresponding termination nets is
considered. Let us recall that Mnet(:) is the semantic function de.ned in Section 2.2.
Term(procdecl1; procdecl2) = Term(procdecl1) ‖ Term(procdecl2)
Term(procedure P block) = Mnet({Pt}:∅)
Term(procedure P (parlist) block) = Mnet({Pt}:∅)
Term(vardecl1; vardecl2) = Term(vardecl1) ‖ Term(vardecl2)
Term(var v : set) = Mnet({Vt(vi)}:∅)
Term(var c : chan k of set) = Mnet({Ct}:∅)
6.3. Variable declarations
The semantics of program variable and channel declarations is de.ned by
Net(vardecl1; vardecl2) = Net(vardecl1) ‖Net(vardecl2)
Net(var v : set) = NData(v; set)
Net(var c : chan k of set) = NChan(c; k; set);
where k ∈N∪{∞}; the associated M-nets are given in Fig. 27.
In order to model the sequence of values in a channel with capacity k¿1 we use
values which are sequences of values. Therefore, we consider a type set∗ which con-
tains all sequences composed out of values from set; 8 denotes the empty sequence
and : the concatenation of sequences. A value v∈ set is identi.ed with the sequence
of length 1, and the length of a sequence s is denoted by lh(s). There are two internal
places i1 and i2 in NChan(c; k; set) in order to model the concurrent send and receive
on a channel. Place i2 contains either the value which is taken from the channel at
the next receive action C?(:) or the empty sequence; place i1 contains the rest of
the sequence in the channel. Transition t2 receives values on the channel and con-
catenates them to the one side of the current sequence; transition t3 sends the value
from place i2 out of the channel; the silent transition t4 splits the value which should
be sent next, from the current sequence. The net corresponding to the declaration
‘var c : chan 1 of set’ can be seen as a collapsing of places i1, i2 and transition t4 of
net NChan(c; k; set).
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Fig. 27. The M-nets for program variable and channel declarations.
6.4. Command connectives
Sequential and parallel composition are directly translated into the corresponding net
operations. Iteration is based on auxiliary mappings R and E to extract the repeat and
exit parts, respectively. Mnet(stop) is an abbreviation for the M-net with one entry,
one exit place and no transition.
Net(com1; com2) = Net(com1); Net(com2)
Net(com1 ‖ com2) = Net(com1) ‖ Net(com2)
Net(do altset od) = [Mnet(∅:∅) ∗ R(altset) ∗ E(altset)]
R(altset1 altset2) = R(altset1) R(altset2)
E(altset1 altset2) = E(altset1) E(altset2)
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R(com; repeat) = Net(com)
R(com; exit) = Mnet(stop)
E(com; repeat) = Mnet(stop)
E(com; exit) = Net(com)
6.5. Atomic actions
The semantics of an atomic action 〈expr〉 is the net
Mnet(Ins1(expr):{Ins2(expr)} ∪ Ins3(expr) );
where the auxiliary mapping Ins is de.ned as a vector of length three where the .rst
component, Ins1, gives the transition label, the second component, Ins2, expresses expr
with net variables, and the last one, Ins3, gives the additional parts of the transition
guard. As in Section 3, we denote by v and c, the ordinary or channel variables,
respectively; and by r and s, the ordinary or channel variables declared as reference
parameters of procedures, respectively.
Ins(expr) = Ins1(expr) | Ins2(expr) | Ins3(expr)
Ins(v) = {V (vi; vo)} | vo | {vi = vo}
Ins(′v) = {V (vi; vo)} | vi | ∅
Ins(v′) = {V (vi; vo)} | vo | ∅
Ins(rj) = {Rj(idj; rij; roj )} | roj | {rij = roj }
Ins(′rj) = {Rj(idj; rij; roj )} | rij | ∅
Ins(r′j) = {Rj(idj; rij; roj )} | roj | ∅
Ins(c!) = {C!(c!)} | c! | ∅
Ins(c?) = {C?(c?)} | c? | ∅
Ins(s!j) = {S!j(idj; s!j)} | s!j | ∅
Ins(s?j) = {S?j(idj; s?j)} | s?j | ∅
Ins(const) = ∅ | const | ∅
Ins(expr1 op expr2) = Ins1(expr1) ∪ Ins1(expr2) |
Ins2(expr1) op Ins2(expr2) |
Ins3(expr1) ∪ Ins3(expr2)
Ins(op expr) = Ins1(expr) | op Ins2(expr) | ∅:
The parameters idj appearing in the labels for reference parameters correspond to the
identi.er of the current instance of procedure Pj where these parameters were declared.
6.6. Procedure declarations
As before, we consider the notations parlistj and vallistj, reslistj, reflistj for formal
parameters of procedure Pj declared at the jth level of nesting. As for the variable
declarations, the semantics of procedure declarations is given by the following formula:
Net(procdecl1; procdecl2) = Net(procdecl1) ‖Net(procdecl2):
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Fig. 28. NIj(id1 :Pid ; : : : ; idj−1 :Pid).
The construction of the procedure boxes Net(procedure Pj block), and Net(procedure
Pj (vallistj; reslistj; reflistj) block) consists of re.nements into net NIj responsible for
the management of instances of procedure Pj, cf. Fig. 28.
In the label Ej(id1; : : : ; idj−1; idj) of hierarchical transition rE in net NIj we can dis-
tinguish the variable idj which corresponds to the current instance of procedure Pj. This
variable will substitute during the last re.nement the parameter idj in the re.ning nets.
The parameters id1; : : : ; idj−1 correspond to instances of procedures P1 to Pj−1 declared
at the depth lower than j. These parameters are crucial in expression of the procedure
Pj block because it may contain expressions (or procedure calls) relating in particular
to reference parameters of procedures declared at the level lower than j and necessary
to .nd the current value of these reference parameters. Parameters id1; : : : ; idj−1 will be
substituted by associated variables id1; : : : ; idj−1 during re.nements of NIi corresponding
to their level i.
As usual, the variables (or procedure parameters) occurring in the block of a nested
procedure Pj have to be declared before, i.e., in procedure Pj or in a procedure of the
lower level.
Net(procedure Pj block) = NIj(id1 : Pid; : : : ; idj−1 : Pid)
[Ej ← NFj(id : Pid);T← Mnet({P̂jt}:∅)]
where
NFj(id : Pid) = Mnet(id:Pid)({[callPj (idj)});Net(block);Mnet(id:Pid)({r̂etPj (idj)}):
Net(procedure Pj (vallistj; reslistj; reﬂistj) block)
= NIj(id1 : Pid; : : : ; idj−1 : Pid) [Ej ← < 5(vallistj; reslistj) : (NFj(id : Pid) ‖
;(vallistj; reslistj)) =;T← Mnet({P̂jt}:∅)]
where
NFj(id : Pid) = Mnet(id:Pid)({ [callPj (idj; <1(vallistj ∪ reslistj))}
+ <3(vallistj; reslistj));Net(block);Mnet(id:Pid)({r̂etPj (idj; <2(reslistj))}
+ <4(vallistj; reslistj)):
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The auxiliary mappings are de.ned as follows. Mapping 5(·) provides the action
symbols for the access and termination of the parameters of a procedure:
5(parlist1; parlist2) = 5(parlist1) ∪ 5(parlist2)
5(v : set) = {V; Vt}
5(res v : set) = {V; Vt}
5(ref r : set) = {R}
5(ref s : chan k of set) = {S!; S?}:
A vector of length four is given by the auxiliary mapping <(·); it takes the parameter
list (where 8 represents the empty list) parlist of a procedure declaration as an argument
and provides in its .rst component, <1, a comma separated list of output variables to the
parameters, in its second component, <2, a comma separated list of input variables to the
parameters, in its third component, <3, a set of actions for an access to the parameters,
and in its fourth component, <4, a set of termination actions for the parameters. Notice
that, if a procedure declares a value or result parameter, the argument in the procedure
call corresponding to this declaration cannot be a channel variable.
<(parlist) = <1(parlist) | <2(parlist) | <3(parlist) | <4(parlist)
<(parlist1; parlist2) = <1(parlist1); <1(parlist2) | <2(parlist1); <2(parlist2) |
<3(parlist1) ∪ <3(parlist2) |
<4(parlist1) ∪ <4(parlist2)
<(8) = 8 | 8 | ∅ | ∅
<(v : set) = vo | vi | {V (vi; vo)} | {Vt(vi)}
<(res v : set) = vo | vi | {V (vi; vo)} | {Vt(vi)}
<(ref r : set) = 8 | 8 | ∅ | ∅
<(ref r : chan k of set) = 8 | 8 | ∅ | ∅:
Mapping ;(·) determines the data boxes for the parameters of a procedure (cf. Fig. 27).
;(parlist1; parlist2) = ;(parlist1) ‖ ;(parlist2)
;(v : set) =NData(v; set)
;(res v : set) =NData(v; set)
;(ref r : set) = (∅; ∅; ; ) (empty net)
;(ref r : chan k of set) = (∅; ∅; ; ) (empty net)
6.7. Procedure calls
The semantics for the call to a procedure is de.ned by the following call net:
Net(Pj(arglistj)) = Net(P(valarglistj; resarglistj; refarglistj)) =
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Fig. 29. The M-net for the call of a procedure.
NCj(id : Pid)[A←Mnet(id : Pid;id′j : Pid)({callPj (id
′
j; val-init3(valarglistj);
res-init3(resarglistj))}+ val-init1(valarglistj) +
res-init1(resarglistj) : val-init2(valarglistj) ∪
res-init2(resarglistj));
H← ref -access(refarglistj; reﬂistj);
R←Mnet(id : Pid;id′j : Pid)({retPj (id
′
j; res-init4(resarglistj))}+
res-init1(resarglistj):∅)];
where NCj(id :Pid) is the net depicted in Fig. 29 and the auxiliary mappings are de.ned
as below.
Mapping val-init(·) extracts a triple from the concrete arguments of the call to a
procedure, arglist. The .rst component, val-init1(arglist), is a multi-set of actions de-
scribing the access to global variables which initialize the value parameters, the second
component, val-init2(arglist); is a multi-set of terms which express that the initializing
variables are read but remain unchanged, and the third component, val-init3(arglist),
is a list of output variables which will carry the initializing values.
val-init(arglist) = val-init1(arglist) | val-init2(arglist) | val-init3(arglist)
val-init(arglist1; arglist2) = val-init1(arglist1) ∪ val-init1(arglist2) |
val-init2(arglist1) ∪ val-init2(arglist2) |
val-init3(arglist1); val-init3(arglist2)
val-init(v) = {V (vi; vo)} | {vi = vo} | vo
val-init(rj) = {R(idj; rij; roj )} | {rij = roj } | ro
val-init(expr) = Ins1(expr) | {k = Ins2(expr)} ∪ Ins3(expr) | k;
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where k is a fresh variable and
Ins(expr) is de.ned as before:
The mapping res-init(·) provides from the concrete call parameters arglist a quadru-
ple, where the .rst component, res-init1(arglist), is a set of actions describing the
access to global variables which initialize the result parameters, the second compo-
nent, res-init2(arglist), is a set of terms which express that the initializing variables
are read but remain unchanged, the third component, res-init3(arglist), is a list of in-
put net variables which will carry the initializing values, and the fourth component,
res-init4(arglist), is a list of output net variables which will carry the result values that
are written back to the global variables.
res-init(arglist) = res-init1(arglist) | res-init2(arglist) |
res-init3(arglist) | res-init4(arglist)
res-init(arglist1; arglist2) = res-init1(arglist1) ∪ res-init1(arglist2) |
res-init2(arglist1) ∪ res-init2(arglist2) |
res-init3(arglist1); res-init3(arglist2) |
res-init4(arglist1); res-init4(arglist2)
res-init(8) = ∅ | ∅ | 8 | 8
res-init(v) = {V (vi; vo)} | {vi = vo} | vi | vo
res-init(rj) = {R(idj; rij; roj )} | {rij = roj } | rij | roj
res-init(expr) = ∅ | ∅ | 8 | 8:
Finally, we have the auxiliary mapping ref -access(·), which yields the net for the
access to referenced variables used in the call net. Therefore, it takes as arguments
the concrete reference parameter list refarglist of the call and the reference parameter
declaration reflist; it is de.ned inductively.
ref -access(8; 8) = Mnet(id:Pid;id′:Pid)(stop)
ref -access((v; refarglist); (ref rj : set; reﬂist)) =
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({V (v
i; vo); R̂j(id
′
j; r
i
j; r
o
j )}:{vo = roj ; vi = rij})
‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
ref -access((c; refarglist); (ref sj : chan 0 of set; reﬂist)) =
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C!(c
!); C?(c?); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:
{c! = s!j; c? = s?j}) ‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
ref -access((c; refarglist); (ref sj : chan 1 of set; reﬂist)) =
(Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C!(c
!); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j)}:{c! = s!j})
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C?(c
?); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:{c? = s?j}))
‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
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ref -access((c; refarglist); (ref sj : chan k of set; reﬂist)) =
(Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C!(c
!); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j)}:{c! = s!j})
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C?(c
?); Ŝ?(id′j; s
?
j)}:{c? = s?j})
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({C!(c
!); C?(c?); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:
{c! = s!j; c? = s?j})) ‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
where k ¿ 2 or k =∞
ref -access((ri; refarglist); (ref rj : set; reﬂist)) =
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({Ri(idi ; r
i
i ; r
o
i ); R̂j(id
′
j; r
i
j; r
o
j )}:{roi = roj ; rii = rij})
‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
ref -access((si; refarglist); (ref sj : chan 0 of set; reﬂist)) =
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S!i(idi ; s
!
i); S?i(idi ; s
?
i ); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:
{s!i = s!j; s?i = s?j}) ‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
ref-access((si; refarglist); (ref sj : chan 1 of set; reﬂist)) =
(Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S!i(idi ; s
!
i); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j)}:{s!i = s!j})
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S?i(idi ; s
?
i ); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:{s?i = s?j}))
‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist)
ref -access((si; refarglist); (ref sj : chan 1 of set; reﬂist)) =
(Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S!i(idi ; s
!
i); Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j)}:{s!i = s!j}):
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S?i(idi ; s
?
i ); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:{s?i = s?j})
Mnet(id:Pid;id′j :Pid)({S!i(idi ; s
!
i); S?i(idi ; s
?
i );
Ŝ!j(id
′
j; s
!
j); Ŝ?j(id
′
j; s
?
j)}:{s!i = s!j; s?i = s?j}))
‖ ref -access(refarglist; reﬂist):
7. Discussion and conclusion
We introduced an M-net semantics for B(PN)2 with procedures. The originality of
this approach lies in its fully compositional construction thanks to the exploitation
of the modularity of the M-net calculus based on the re.nement. The most diDcult
problem consists in the handling of di:erent instances of procedures which might be
arbitrary (e.g., concurrent, caller=called, recursive, nested). It turns out that this prob-
lem has an accurate and very nice solution thanks to re.nement. Without simplifying
the problem, its technical diDculty is now hidden in the re.nement formalism while the
intuition might be illustrated easily without detailing its mechanism. Consequently, the
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basic concepts for variables, command connectives and their composition from [3,4]
are used as before and also for the particularities arising in the context of procedures.
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